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Hear We Are. 
Hear For You. Hear And Now. 

The Centre Is Hear! 
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Chapter is delighted to announce Hear We Are, a new project in collaboration with Deaf 
artist Jonny Cotsen (Louder is not Always Clearer). 
 
So, what is it? Hear We Are is a two-year R&D project that will address access to creative 
production for Deaf artists and communities with the development of long term, sustainable 
dialogues and the creation of a framework that will support Deaf artists and audiences. 
 
Funded by Arts Council Wales' Connect and Flourish, the project will be led by 
artist/consultant Jonny Cotsen, with Chapter Arts Centre as lead partner, providing 
curatorial and organisational support.  
 
The programme will develop a team of experienced and highly skilled Deaf artists and 
mentors who, along with key partners and venue organisations across Wales, will help steer 
the course of this project.  
 



We 'collectively' need to re-imagine how we can best support relationships, generate 
greater capacities and longer term projects within the cultural sector for Deaf artists.  
 
“Chapter is really pleased to be working with Jonny, and a range of key partners across 
Wales, to develop this exciting and essential project that aims to support Deaf practitioners 
and audiences and to strengthen a dialogue about inclusivity and accessibility in the arts and 
cultural industries in Wales. Hear We Are will showcase the talent, experience and vision of 
Deaf creatives, and their capability to work within a predominantly hearing cultural 
landscape. It will challenge cultural venues to support new approaches and opportunities to 
produce and present contemporary Deaf culture, and we hope will ultimately enhance the 
arts eco-system to better support Deaf artists and audiences.” Hannah Firth, Director of 
Programme/Deputy Director  
 
How will we do it?  
The programme will come in three phases; 
 
Phase 1 – Hear For You 
There is currently no nationwide support network for artists; geography brings with it 
particular challenges (rural isolation, lack of digital connectivity, transport) and we seek to 
bridge this gap.  
 
So this project will establish a Wales-wide network of safe spaces for Deaf artists to meet, 
share experiences and test out ideas. 
 
Who will be involved?  
Working closely with partner organisations, the project will employ two mentors from the 
Deaf artist-community. Alongside Jonny Cotsen they will support the participating artists, 
and also seek out those who have been previously excluded. 

  
These regional groups/partners will celebrate and develop talent and encourage a more 
accessible arts sector. Participants will share their lived experiences to inform and shape the 
meetings. The artist-mentors will offer support to encourage professional development, 
create a safe space to test out ideas, and to collate some of the urgent issues that they 
would like to see shared in the next phases. 
 
Wales and beyond!  
Phase 2 - Hear And Now 
This phase of the project brings together the various groups, plus a wider Deaf and non-Deaf 
audience that will explore and look for solutions to the issues raised in Phase 1. 
  
A public conference will shine a spotlight on Wales’ creative talent within the Deaf 
community and encourage participants to connect with groups beyond Wales (often where 
strong Deaf networks already exist). The conference will provide a powerful platform to 
support the content for a Deaf Manifesto for the arts in Wales. 
  
The weekend event will feature keynote speakers from the Deaf community, a platform for 
performance for participants, and opportunities for discussion around a Manifesto. 



  
The outcome!  
Phase 3 - The Centre Is Hear 
A Manifesto will be delivered that will be used to advise institutions, funders, community 
groups and policy around working with Deaf artists and audiences in Wales. This will be 
devised creatively and may be delivered in an unconventional, performative format to 
reflect the spirit of the project.  
 
"During a recent research project, I came across this quote -‘Deafness isn’t a problem. The 
misconceptions of society are the problem’. I have always wondered if there should be a 
Deaf-led art-cafe space based in Wales. A space which means that everyone is welcome and 
maybe they lose some preconceptions about how deaf people function in society. The 
pandemic has changed the way we look at society and has increased more barriers for those 
who are marginalised. I used this time to re-think and re-adapt how we should look at 
society. During lockdown I was fortunate to receive some funding from ACW to enable me to 
have several conversations with Deaf people. I found a common general connection between 
all of us… the need to be in a safe space and to have a voice". Jonny Cotsen, Actor/ Hear We 
Are, Project Leader. @hearweare_ 
 
The collective hope is that the Manifesto will be adopted across Wales to demonstrate an 
active commitment to the creativity and aspirations of D/deaf artists now and for future 
generations. 
 
The Hear We Are programme runs from July 2021 to June 2023. Further information on 
each phase can be accessed via our website and will be posted on our social media 
platforms. 
 
Please follow us on Twitter and Instagram @hearweare_ 
 
Editor’s Notes 
 
If you would like to know more about the programme of work, the people involved or run 
an interview or editorial piece, please contact Patricia O' Sullivan at press@chapter.org or 
mobile: 0784 1421 075.  
 
Chapter Arts Centre: 
We are a centre for the production and presentation of world-class, inventive and 
compelling work that is open and accessible to all. We are home to a wide community of 
resident companies and individual practitioners who work across all art forms. These arts 
and creative industry partners often work closely with us, sharing their expertise, resources 
and ideas. Their work, alongside our own, makes us one of the most important production 
houses in the UK. Our programme champions the artists of today and invests in those of 
tomorrow. We work with practitioners at every stage in their careers, supporting and 
stimulating opportunities for exciting new talent as well as promoting the work of 
established artists. Our gallery commissions and produces exhibitions of the very best in 
national and international art. Our theatre spaces are a platform for experimental and 
thought-provoking works. Our cinemas offer independent and challenging films alongside a 
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range of unique festivals and events and we bring more films, to more people, in more 
places through Film Hub Wales. All of this is supported by an innovative and inclusive 
programme of learning and engagement events, and a large café bar where our local 
community can meet, eat and soak up the atmosphere (Covid Safe). 
www.chapter.org  

Jonny Cotsen:  
Jonny Cotsen is a qualified Art teacher but left his professional career to develop himself as a 
performance artist and consultant for inclusion in the arts.  Jonny wrote the Arts Council 
Wales Toolkit for venues and theatre companies, which provides a guidance on how to 
improve access for Deaf audiences in Wales. Jonny is a trustee for Disability Arts Cymru, 
Theatr Iolo and is involved with multiple local and national initiatives supporting inclusion and 
equality of opportunity in the arts, including Arts Council Wales, Unlimited Connects, 
Watershed Bristol, Culture Reset and others.  

Timeline for Project: 
Phase 1- July 2021-Feb 2022 
Phase 2-March 2022-November 2022 
Phase 3- December 2022-July 2023 
 
List of partners: 

Arts Organisations: Chapter Arts Centre, Cardiff; Ty Pawm, Wrexam; Taliesin Arts Centre, 
Swansea; Artis Community, Pontypridd; Disability Arts Cymru, Cardiff. 

Non-Arts Organisations: Deaf Hub Wales, Cardiff; Pontypridd Deaf Club; Swansea Centre for 
Deaf People; Centre of Sign Sight Sound, Colwyn Bay; Sign and Share Club, Pembrokeshire. 
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